In this paper, we propose an effective multiway hypergraph partitioning algorithm. We introduce the concept of net gain and embed it in the selection of cell moves. Unlike traditional FM-based iterative improvement algorithms in which the selection of the next cell to move is only based on its cell gain, our algorithm selects a cell based on both its cell gain and the sum of all net gains for those nets incident to the cell. To escape from local optima and to search broader solution space, we propose a new perturbation mechanism. These two strategies significantly enhance the solution quality produced by our algorithm. Based on our experimental justification, we smoothly decrease the number of iterations from pass to pass to reduce the computational effort so that our algorithm can partition large benchmark circuits with reasonable run time. Compared with the recent multiway partitioning algorithms proposed by Dasdan and Aykanat [5] , our algorithm significantly outperforms theirs in term of solution quality (cutsize) and run time: the average improvements in terms of average cutsize over their PLM3 and PFM3 are 47.64% and 36.76% with only 37.17% and 9.66% of their run time respectively.
Introduction
The problem of hypergraph partitioning has been around for at least a quarter of a century. It focuses on dividing a given hypergraph into a collection of smaller blocks subject to balance constraints while having the number of connections among these blocks minimized. Early applications of the problem were centered on VLSI circuit design [1] , and it is still a major research direction. In recent years, with the rapid development in the field of database and its applications, such as very large databases, web database and large decision support systems, the application of multiway hypergraph partitioning has been extended into other areas including data mining [14] , data classifications and efficient storage of very large databases on disks [19] .
Usually, circuits are represented as hypergraphs [2] while the cells and the nets in circuits are represented by vertices and hyperedges respectively. The hypergraph partitioning problem is an NP-hard problem [8] . (In [8] , graph partitioning was proved to be an NP-complete problem, which is a special case of hypergraph partitioning). The only way to solve this problem is to use heuristic approaches for obtaining suboptimal solutions.
In this paper, we propose a new effective algorithm for multiway circuit partitioning and compare the results obtained by our algorithm with recently developed algorithms [5] by Dasdan and Aykanat on a set of widely used benchmark circuits. The experimental results show that our algorithm significantly outperforms theirs in both solution quality and execution time. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some definitions and notations for partitioning and describe the formulation of the multiway partitioning problem. Section 3 briefly surveys the related work. We give the motivation for our new algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 formally presents our algorithm. Section 6 presents the experimental justification for our algorithm. Section 7 gives the data structure and the complexity analysis. In Section 8, we report the experimental studies. We conclude in Section 9.
Problem Description and Notations
We use a hypergraph , then the net j n is a cut, i.e., a net j n is a cut if it is incident to more than one block. A cutset is the set of all cut nets. If a net j n is incident to a block Bi and
, then the net j n is not a cut.
Definition 10
If a net j n is incident to h (h ≥ 2) blocks, there are three cost metrics depending on the cost assigned to the cut net j n :
It is called "cost 1" metric if we assign a cost of 1 to the cut net j n ;
It is called "cost h -1" metric if we assign a cost of h -1 to the cut net j n ;
It is called "cost h (h -1)/2" metric if we assign a cost of h (h -1)/2 to the cut net j n ;
Like most hypergraph multiway partitioning algorithms, we will concern ourselves with the "cost 1" metric in this paper.
Definition 11
A set E(Bf ) of external nets of a block Bf is defined as
Definition 12 A set I(Bf ) of internal nets of a block Bf is defined as 
where
would be deleted from the cutset if i c is moved from B s to B t . Each cell has (k -1) external costs, each of which corresponds to a move direction (target block).
Definition 15
The cost Ci(s, s) of a cell i c in block Bs is called its internal cost and is defined as
where 
t is called the balance tolerance.
Definition 20
The k-way partitioning problem is to find a balanced partition
such that the cutsize( π ) is minimized. The k-way partitioning is called bipartitioning for k = 2, and multiway partitioning for k > 2.
Related Work
In 1970, Kernighan and Lin (KL) [12] proposed a well-known heuristic for the two-way graph partitioning algorithm which has become the basis for most of the subsequent partitioning algorithms in this area. The algorithm is called an iterative improvement algorithm because it is based on the cell moves to improve the solution iteratively until a local minimum is obtained. The KL starts with a balanced twoway partition, and it performs a number of passes until a local minimum of cutsize is found. A pass consists of a number of pairwise cell swappings between the two blocks. Schweikert and Kernighan proposed a more practical model, namely the the hypergraph model, for the circuit partitioning problem [17] .
Fiduccia and Mattheyses (FM) [7] presented a modified version of algorithm KL to speed up the search. They introduced a new data structure (bucket list of cell gains) to achieve the linear run time per pass. They also proposed a cell move instead of swapping a pair of cells in one move.
This allows for more flexibility in selecting candidate cell moves.
Krishnamurthy (KR) [13] suggested that the lack of an "intelligent" tie-breaking scheme among many possible cell moves with the same gain could cause the algorithm FM to make "bad" choices. He enhanced the algorithm FM with a look ahead scheme that looks ahead up to r th level of cell gains to choose a cell move.
Sanchis (SA) [18] extended the algorithm FM with Krishnamurthy's look ahead scheme to multiway partitioning. Sanchis's algorithm is the first hypergraph multiway partitioning algorithm since all previous algorithms are for two-way partitioning. SA is extensively used as a benchmark in performance comparison for different multiway hypergraph partitioning algorithms. All the FM-based partitioning algorithms, such as KL, FM, KR and SA, are iterative improvement algorithms. They dominate both VLSI CAD research community and industry practice for several reasons. They are generally intuitive (the obvious way to improve a given solution is to repeatedly make it better via cell moves), flexible in adapting to different optimization objectives, easy to implement, and relatively fast.
Park and Park [15] pointed out that the cell move operation is largely influenced by the balancing constraint, and they proposed a cost function that comprises both the cutsize and the balance degree (that is the sum of all size differences for every pair of different blocks) with a positive weighting factor. They proved that a minimum cost multiway partitioning obtained by their algorithm corresponds to a balanced minimum cutsize as defined in SA if the weighting factor is larger than the number of cells in a circuit.
The SA is then used to solve the multiway partition problem under this objective function.
Dutt and Deng [6] pointed out that the FM-based iterative improvement algorithms could only remove small clusters from the cutset while it likely locks bigger clusters in the cutset. They divided the cell gain into initial gain calculated before a cell movement and the update gain generated from the cell movement afterwards. By focusing on the update gain when choosing cells to move, they reported very successful results for bipartitioning experiments.
Cong et al. [3] proposed the concept of loose nets and stable nets. They focused on the status of nets instead of cells as often emphasized in the traditional algorithms. Their algorithm was developed for bipartitioning and the experimental results are also encouraging.
Karypis et al. [11] proposed a partitioning algorithm (hMETIS) based on the multilevel paradigm. A sequence of successively coarser hypergraphs is constructed. A bipartioning of the smallest hypergraph is performed and it is used to generate a bipartitioning of the original hypergraph by successively projecting and refining the bipartitioning to the next level of finer hypergraphs.
Ouyang et al. [ 16] introduced a cooperative multilevel hypergraph partitioning algorithm. The experimental results show that their algorithm outperforms hMETIS (a reduction of 3% to 15% in terms of the cutsize for 4-way and 8-way partitioning).
Recently, Dasdan and Aykanat [5] (DA) developed two multiway partitioning algorithms using a relaxed locking mechanism. The first one (PLM) uses the locking mechanism in a relaxed manner. It allows multiple moves for each cell in a pass by introducing the phase concept so that each pass may contain more than one phase, and each cell has a chance to be moved only once in each phase. The second algorithm (PFM) does not use the locking mechanism at all. A cell can be moved as many times per pass as possible based on its mobility value. The performance of the proposed algorithms was experimentally evaluated in comparison with the Simulated Annealing algorithm (SAA) and SA on some common benchmark circuits. Their results outperform SA significantly on multiway partitioning and their performance is comparable to that of SAA with much less run time.
Cong and Lim [4] proposed a multiway partitioning algorithm with pairwise cell movements. It starts with an initial multiway partition, and then applies the bipartitioning heuristic (FM) to pairs of blocks concurrently to improve the quality of the overall multiway partitioning solution.
Yang and Wong [20] presented a network flow based partitioning algorithm to solve bip artitioning problem and they claimed that multiway partitioning can be accomplished by recursively applying the network flow based algorithm.
Yeh et al. [21] proposed a primal -dual multiway partitioning algorithm that alternates "primal" passes of cell moves with "dual" passes of net moves. Hauck and Borriello [10] concluded that dual passes "are not worthwhile".
The existing multiway partitioning can be classified into two primary approaches: recursive and direct.
The recursive approach [12] applies bipartitioning recursively until the desired number of partitions is obtained; the direct approach partitions the circuit directly. Among all the previous work mentioned above, the DA, the primal -dual, and the pairwise movement algorithms are direct multiway partitioning algorithms. The recursive approach is computationally simple and fast. However, it suffers from the following three major limitations. First, if the number k of partitions is not a power of 2, we cannot obtain the desired multiway k partitioning by using the bipartitioning recursively. Second, it becomes harder and harder to reduce the cutsize since cut nets in early stages cannot be removed when the bipartitioning performs on finer graphs. For instance, a highly optimized cutset at one stage may cause the following stage to work on dense blocks. Those dense blocks cause negative effects on the solution while applying further bipartitioning on them. Third, the recursive partitioning actually aims at minimization of cost (k -1) metric, not cost 1 metric that is often the objective to be minimized.
Tie -breaking strategies play an important role in circuit partitioni ng. Even when gain vectors are used, ties may still occur among the cell gains. Hagen et al. [9] observed that Sanchis [18] , and most likely Krishnamurthy [13] , used random selection schemes. They [9] found that the LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) bucket organization is distinctly superior to FIFO (First-In-First-Out) and random bucket organizations.
They attribute the success of LIFO to its enforcement of "locality" in the choice of cells to move, i.e., cells that are naturally clustered together will tend to move sequentially. 
, k is the number of blocks. The whole process is called a pass.
A number of passes, which is called a run, is performed until the maximum partial gain sum is no longer positive. Then we say that the local optimum with respect to the initial solution is obtained.
Motivation
For several reasons, the solution quality produced by FM-based iterative improvement algorithms is often poor, especially for larger circuits. First, it has been criticized for its well-known shortsightedness as its way of choosing a cell to move. It is only based on local information (cell gain) of the immediate decrease in cutsize. For example, it may be better to move a cell with smaller gain, as it may allow many good moves later. Thus it tends to be trapped in local optimum, which strongly depends on the initial solution.
Second, many cells have the same cell gain, especially for larger circuits. The FM-based iterative improvement approach has no insightful scheme to choose which of these cells to move. Only critical net information is used for the cell gain calculation. We call a net a critical net if its cutstate (that indicates whether the net is cut or not) will be changed immediately after a move of that related cell. After taking a close look at a particular net, we find that if one cell on the net is locked in a block, the only way to remove the net from the cutset is to pull all other cells to the block where the locked cell has already been moved in. If two or more cells of a net are locked in two or more blocks, then there is no way to remove the net from the cutset in the current pass. Due to the missing of dynamic net information, bigger clusters are very likely to be locked in the cutset. Third, the cell gain ranges from -)] ( [ max 
cell gains are distributed in this short range, many cells may have the same cell gain; a better tie -breaking scheme like the look-ahead capability proposed by Krishnamurthy [13] is needed. Fourth, even though the uphill moves, which are always the best one from among all legal moves, are accepted in each pass, the possibility for exploring broader solution space and finding better solution is limited as the result of lacking a better strategy to escape from a local optimum.
To enhance the solution quality for the iterative improvement algorithms, we must try to overcome the weak points mentioned above. This is the motive for developing our new algorithm.
Proposed Algorithm
Basically, the structure of our algorithm is similar to that of other FM-based iterative algorithms. The whole algorithm consists of a user specified number of runs. Each run comprises a number of passes that cannot be known in advance. We use the conventional locking mechanism in our algorithm. That is, each cell can only move at most once in each pass. Each pass has at most M c iterations (cell moves). A local optimum is obtained at the end of each run. The algorithm outputs the best one from all the local optima at the end.
Before getting into the details of our algorithm, we need some definitions for the convenience of In an attempt to remove big clusters from the cutset, more dynamic net information is needed. Here we introduce the concept of net gain for each loose net. If a cell is moved to a block and locked there, we use net gain values to encourage its neighboring cells to be moved subsequently to the locked block where the moved cell is just locked in. The net that straddles the cut line is thus removed. Unlike other FM-based iterative improvement algorithms in which the selection of the next cell to move is only based on its cell gain, our algorithm selects a cell based on both its cell gain and the sum of all net gains for those loose nets incident to the cell.
For each net, there is a net gain array (called net_gain) of size k associated with it. Initially, all nets are free and all the k elements are set to zero for each array. After a cell c is moved to a block L B , it is then locked during the current pass. For each loose net, there is exactly one locked block and the number of free blocks is between 1 and (k -1). The elements of a net_gain array are only defined for loose nets since it makes no sense to have it for either locked nets or free nets.
As mentioned earlier, we use the values in the net_gain array to encourage the free cells in free blocks of a loose net to move to the locked block of the net. The net gain of a loose net α n for one of its free blocks F B is defined as follows: Basically, each element of a net gain array is a product of two fractional expressions:
(1), and
The purpose of expression (1) is to give smaller cut nets higher chance to move. The smaller the net degree of α n is, the bigger the value of expression (1) This approach is more appropriate than that used by [3] for the bipartitioning problem since [3] does not distinguish the internal nets from the external nets, and it does not have a mechanism to remove this gain once the loose net becomes locked. It should be mentioned that in the process of calculating cell gain values, only the information of critical nets is used. We use the net gain concept to dynamically check the status of each net and to make the selection of the next cell to move more effective. The status of each net in the cutset is changed as follows: free → loose → locked, or free → loose → disappear. Once a cell is moved, the status of the nets incident to it should be updated accordingly. If a net becomes locked, all elements of its net_gain array are set to zero immediately to avoid making wrong decision for later cell selection.
In order to reduce the computational effort without significant degradation of the solution quality, we smoothly decrease the number of iterations from pass to pass by a fractional factor r. The following experimental justification shows that most of the maximum partial gain sums are at the first half of the array of partial gain sums of each pass; and, with the evolution from one pass t o the next pass, the maximum partial gain sum is gradually moved to the start part of the array. Additionally, to escape from being trapped in a local optimal solution, and to try to explore broader solution space, we perturb the current solution by the following scheme. Once a run is terminated, we find the cut nets that are included in both the initial solution and the final solution of a run. These cut nets may be the obstacles for the solution to escape from local optimum. We randomly force a certain percentage amount of these cut nets to be removed from the current cutset by moving them into the current smallest block if the balance constraint can be satisfied. The current solution becomes the start point for the next run to explore the new solution space. We will present the experimental justification to show the advantages of using the perturbation mechanism in improving the solution quality.
We call our algorithm NGSP (Net Gain Solution Perturbation).
NGSP Algorithm

Input :
NumOfRun: positive integer, used to define the number of runs;
r : floating-point number, 1 0 ≤ < r , used to decrease the number of moves from pass to pass; for each free cell f of net α
Update bucket lists; else for (j = 0; ;
Randomly take a net from commonNets and move all cells incident to it to the smallest block if the balance constraint is satisfied;
Experimental Justification for the Proposed Algorithm
We have conducted the following experiments on many benchmark circuits for different values of partition number k to provide experimental justification for our algorithm.
Decreasing the number of iterations from pass to pass to reduce the run time
As stated in the previous section, we decrease the number of iterations from pass to pass by a fractional factor r to reduce the overall run time needed by our algorithm. Following experiments find where (at which moves) the maximum partial gain sum occurs for each pass. In these experiments, we take r = 1 (i.e., the maximum number of moves in each pass is equal to the number of cells) to see the exact number of moves before the maximum partial gain sums occur. The "move no." in Tables 1 through 3 is bound from above by the number of cells.
The experimental results for different values of k on three benchmark circuits (defined later) are as follows. We use MPGS to denote the maximum partial gain sum. * The total number of passes is 203. For the remainder 152 passes, the move number is no more than 104 and the maximum partial gain sum is less than 22. For saving space, we omit the details.
The experimental results show that for 81.8% (test06), 89.3% (primary2), 97.1% (avq_large), 98.7%
(golem3, table not included due to the space limitation) of the passes in a run, the maximum partial gain sums occur in the first half of cell moves. With the increase of the number of cells in the circuit s, the chance is significantly increased for the maximum partial gain sum to occur in the first half of the cell moves. With the evolution from pass to pass, the location of the maximum partial gain sum tends to be smaller and closer to the initial part of the cell moves. This is the reason why we introduce a parameter r to reduce the number of iterations from pass to pass. This strategy makes the algorithm very effective for solving large circuit partitioning problems.
Improving the solution quality with the perturbation mechanism
To show the evidence of improvement in the solution quality by using the perturbation mechanism, we execute our algorithm s times ( s initial solutions) with the perturbation mechanism, with p runs for each execution; then we execute the algorithm p s ⋅ times ( p s ⋅ initial solutions) without the perturbation mechanism. We take the average cutsize over s solutions for the first case, and the average cutsize over p s ⋅ solutions for the second case. The experimental results on benchmark circuits struct (k = 10), primary2 (k = 10), biomed (k = 7), and avq_large (k = 5) are shown in Tables 4 through 7 respectively. We conclude from Tables 4 through 7 that the improvement of average cutsize for the algorithm with perturbation over that without perturbation is from 7.4% to 14.6% with almost the same run time. Therefore, the perturbation mechanism is necessary for improving the performance of our algorithm.
A convincing example
The following simple example shows how the concept of net gain is applied, and the advantage of embedding it in the selection of cell moves in our algorithm. The simple circuit comprises 6 nets with 15 cells. We assume that all the cell weights and all the net weights have the value of 1.
We solve the k-way partition problem with k = 3 here. The number of cells in each block is limited to the range of 4 to 6 due to the balance constraint. Figure 1 shows the initial solution with the cutsize of 5. At the beginning, all the values for net_gain arrays and net_cell_gain arrays are set to 0, and each move_gain value is set to the same as its corresponding cell_gain value . As defined previously, we select a candidate cell for moving based on its move_gain value. The 2-dimentional move_gain array can be represented by the following matrix (3), where each row corresponds to a cell and each column corresponds to a block: move_gain [15] In this case, cell 5, which has the highest move_gain value, is moved from block 1 to block 2. Then, it is locked in block 2 for the current pass. This movement removes net 2 from the cutset, and hence reduces the cutsize from 5 to 4. Net 3 is the only other net incident to the moved cell 5 and becomes a loose net.
Based on the definition of the loose net, block 2 is the locked block for net 3, and block 3 is the free block for net 3. The net_gain value of net 3 for free block 3 is thus updated as follows :
Moreover, all the net_cell_gain values and move_gain values corresponding to the free cells (cell 11 and cell 12) on net 3 for free block 3 are updated according to the algorithm. The updated move_gain matrix is shown in (4).
At this stage, neither cell 11 nor cell 12 can be moved due to the balance constraint. The algorithm moves cell 7 from block 2 to block 1 and locks cell 7 in block 1. The cutsize is then reduced to 3. Now, net 1 becomes a loose net. Since all free cells of net 1 are in locked block 1, no further updating for this movement is needed. The next step is to move cell 8 to block 3. The cutsize is further reduced to 2.
Without embedding the concept of net gain, as in the conventional SA algorithm, the cell_gain values for all the free cells (1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13) have the same value of 0, and they are all legal moves (balance constraints are satisfied). Using the conventional approach, a cell is randomly selected for this situation.
In the case of moving cell 10 from block 2 to block 1, the cutsize cannot be reduced further more.
Having the net_gain values as part of a cell's move_gain value s, we obtain the move_gain matrix shown move_gain [15] 
Data Structure and Complexity Analysis
The bucket data structure [5] is used in our algorithm. Basically, a bucket data structure has an array of pointers and each of these pointers points to a doubly-linked list of nodes. An upper bound of the bucket array size is set to a user-defined parameter u (u ≥ 
The total number of passes for one run cannot be known in advance though the maximum number of passes recorded in our experiments is around 300.
Experimental Studies
This section presents the details of the experimental framework and lists the experimental results.
We conduct the experimental studies for our NGSP algorithm in comparison with SA, DA (including six versions: PLM 1, 2, 3 and PFM 1, 2, 3) algorithms. Like [5] , the level parameter of SA is set to one. We chose PLM3 and PFM3 among DA algorithms for comparison since they produced better results than other versions of PLM and PFM respectively in [5] . The performance comparisons have been done on seven widely used ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits. All algorithms are implemented using the C++ programming language and all experiments are done on a 433MHz Pentium Celeron based Windows NT 4 workstation with 128M physical memory. To make a fair comparison, all algorithms are performed with a random initial solution and the same balance criterion among all blocks (balance tolerance of 0.1). All weights for cells and nets are set to 1. Table 8 shows seven benchmark circuits that are used for performance comparisons. Among these circuits, the number of cells ranges from 1752 to 103048 and the density of circuit ranges from 0.00449 to 0.07983. Table 8 The characteristics of the benchmark circuits used for performance comparison The results obtained by SA, PLM3, PFM3, and NGSP on seven benchmark circuits for four partitions (k = 2, 5, 7, 10) are shown in Table 9 (for the average cutsize and the standard deviation) and Table 10 (for the best cutsize and the worst cutsize) respectively. The bold values in each row are the best ones. For benchmark circuits test06, struct, primary2, and biomed, the average is over 50 runs; for industry2 and avg_large, the average is over 20 runs; for large circuit golem3, the average is over 10 runs. Table 9 The average cutsize (the standard deviation) for four algorithms For the large benchmark circuit golem3, the cutsize for PLM3 with k = 10, the cutsize for PFM3 with k = 7 and k = 10, are not available due to the unacceptable execution time which is much more than 28800 seconds (8 hours) for one execution.
1 Benchmark circuits
We can conclude from Table 9 and Table 10 that for all the 28 instances (7 benchmark circuits multiplied by 4 different partitions), NGSP always significantly outperforms SA, PLM3, and PFM3 in terms of solution quality (minimum cutsize, average cutsize, and maximum cutsize). For the standard deviation, NGSP also gets the minimum values for most of the instances. It implies that NGSP is the most stable one among all the four algorithms since its final solutions do not heavily depend on the initial solution.
Based on Table 9 , the average improvements of NGSP over SA, PLM3, and PFM3 in terms of the average cutsize for k = 2, 5, 7, 10 are shown in Table 11 . From Table 11 , we observed that the average cutsizes of both PLM3 and PFM3 are greater than that of SA for bipartitioning. This observation is consistent with that in [5] . NGSP beats SA in the average cutsize significantly for bipartitioning. Based on Table 10 , the average improvements of NGSP over SA, PLM3, and PFM3 in terms of the best cutsize for k = 2, 5, 7, 10 are shown in Table 12 . Table 12 shows that in terms of the best cutsize SA also beats PLM3 and PFM3 for bipartitioning. But for multiway partitioning the rank for the best cutsize among these three algorithms is PFM3, PLM3, and SA. Table 13 shows the average run time for different k values on seven benchmark circuits. Table   14 show s the total amount of run time required by SA (28 instances), PLM3 (27 instances), PFM3 (26 instances), and NGSP (28 instances). Table 15 presents the ratio of total amount of run time required for SA, PLM3 and PFM3 with respect to NGSP. It can be seen that SA takes the smallest run time (around 1/11.2 of NGSP), PFM3 takes far more time than NGSP (10.35 times of NGSP), and PLM3 takes run time 2.69 times of that of NGSP. It should be pointed out that the run time for large benchmark circuits is also affected by the limitation of physical memory in the test machine since hard disk swapping was needed. The previous experimental results show that our NGSP significantly outperforms DA (both PLM and PFM) in solution quality with much less run time. Although SA is a very fast algorithm, its very poor solution quality is not acceptable. The large run time for PLM3 and PFM3 makes them unsuitable to solve multiway partitioning for large circuits (for example, golem3).
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new effective multiway partitioning algorithm called NGSP. The new algorithm incorporates the concept of net gain into the selection of cell moves and uses a new perturbation mechanism to extend solution space in enhancing the solution quality. NSGP uses a mechanism to smoothly decrease the number of iterations from pass to pass to reduce the computational effort. It makes our algorithm capable of dealing with large size benchmark circuits. According to our experimental studies, NGSP significantly outperforms, in term of solution quality and run time, the recent multiway partitioning algorithms proposed by Dasdan and Aykanat [5] .
Our ongoing research will seek an adaptive scheme to further reduce the number of moves in a pass and try to find a refined perturbation mechanism to guide the searching of solution space more effectively.
